Abstract. This paper addresses the face verification problem by fusing visual and infra-red face verification systems. Unlike the conventional least squares error minimization approach which involves fitting of a learning model to data density and then perform a threshold process for error counting, this work directly formulates the required target error count rate in terms of design model parameters. A simple power series model is adopted as the fusion classifier and our experiments show promising results.
Introduction
Existing 2D face recognition systems are much hindered by external factors such as illumination, pose, expression and etc (see e.g. [1] ). Apart from adopting complicated compensation means for illumination variations, fusion of the visual (VS) and infra-red (IR) images has been experimented ( [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] ). Different from these works, this paper focuses on identity verification based on fusion of matching scores from visual and infra-red face images, paying particular attention to effective and efficient fusion classifier design under difficult situations when fusing a moderately accurate system with a weak system. Essentially, the task of identity verification can be considered as a pattern classification task since a comparison between two face images results in either a match (genuine-user) or a non-match (imposter) output. Apart from the statistical means, learning from examples constitutes a major paradigm in pattern classification (see e.g. [7, 8] ). Under this paradigm, a classifier is a map between the input feature space and the output hypothesis space. Although one usually does not have full access to the expected input-output spaces, a subset of this input-output space, which we called training set, is often available. Our work here belongs to the training based approach (see e.g. [9, 10, 11 ]) working at match score level.
We propose to use the total error counting rate instead of the data density fitting objective for supervised classifier learning. The error rate is a percentage count of misclassified samples and this poses difficulty to analyze it directly without imposing strong assumptions regarding the data distribution. However, utilizing a smooth functional approximation to the error counting objective, we are able to formulate a single-step solution to solve this problem. The solution is found to belong to a particular setting of the weighted least squares solution having a class specific sample normalization. A simple power series model is found to be suitable in this classification application. The power series was not seen in biometrics fusion literature, perhaps, due to its non-compactness related to functional approximation.
The face images used in our experiments were captured under various illumination, pose and expression conditions. This gives rise to the visual face data showing relatively weak verification performance as compared to the infrared face data. Hence, the data set used demonstrates a particular difficult situation of fusing a moderately accurate biometric with a weak biometric since the weak biometric may deteriorate the fusion outcome.
An Error Counting Power Series Model

Power Series Model
Linear parametric models have been widely used due to their tractability in optimization and related analysis. The embedment of nonlinearities such as kernels and other basis functions into linear regression models has even widen their scope of applications (see e.g. [12, 13, 14] ). Common choice of the basis functions includes radial basis function, polynomials, and sigmoid function [15] . Here, we consider a simple power series model as the basis function for fusion of visual and infra-red face score data.
Consider a l-dimensional input x and the following power series model:
where x j , j = 1, ..., l are the biometric scores for fusion, α 0 and α k,j are the weighting coefficients to be estimated. l and r correspond to input-dimension and order of system respectively. The total number of terms in this model can be expressed as K = 1 + rl. This model is different from the polynomial model in [16] (K = 1 + r + l(2r − 1)) since it has much smaller number of expansion terms.
The above power series model can be compactly written in vector form:
where each p k (x) corresponds to a power basis expansion term, and collectively these power expansion terms form a row vector p(
T denotes the column parameter vector to be estimated. When each element of x ∈ R l has a known label y ∈ {0, 1} (e.g. '1' indicates a genuine-user and '0' indicates an imposter), we can form the learning data pairs (x i , y i ) from i = 1, 2, ..., m observations. The learning problem can then be supervised. Learning of the target labels (packed as y = [y 1 , y 2 
T ) is conventionally accomplished by minimizing a Sum of Squared-Errors criterion (SSE, the minimization process is also commonly called Least-Squares Error, LSE). To stabilize the solution for estimation, a weight decay regularization can be incorporated. The criterion function to be minimized thus becomes:
where b controls the weighting of regularization factor, P ∈ R m×K packs the training features in matrix form, and · 2 denotes the L 2 -norm. The estimated training output is given byŷ = Pα where the solution for α which minimizes J is
with b being chosen to be a small value for stability and not introducing much bias. I is an identity matrix of similar dimension to P T P. For an unseen test data sample x t , a new power series vector p(x t ) (row vector) can be generated. Prediction of the class label for this test data can be performed using the above learnedα (i.e.ĝ(x t ) = p(x t )α) and a threshold (τ ) process:
For multiple samples of test data, the multiple row vectors of p(x t ) can be stacked to form a matrix P t and predictions can be made collectively using P tα .
Classification Error Rates
The above LSE formulation is a simple and effective method for classifier learning. However, LSE fits the training data according to the distribution density instead of the desired classification error, and this frequently results in overfitting. In this section, we introduce a deterministic error counting formulation to overcome this problem. We shall discuss a conventional method using nonlinear function approximation prior to presentation of a novel formulation which can be solved in a single step. Consider the prediction and decision process in (4). For each operational setting of τ , a False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and a False Rejection Rate (FRR) can be defined. Without loss of generality, consider the case where the scores of genuine-users are distributed at higher values than those of imposters. By varying the threshold τ from −∞ to +∞ (or from 0 to 1 in a normalized case), the FRR shows an increasing trend while the FAR shows a decreasing trend, both with respect to this change of τ . Along the variation of threshold τ , there is a point (say, at τ * ) where the two curves (FAR and FRR) cross each other, and this point is called the Equal Error Rate (EER).
The Total Error Rate is defined as the sum of the False Acceptance and the False Rejection rates: TER = FAR + FRR. The EER mentioned above is frequently used as a performance index for biometric systems because at this particular operating point, the TER is frequently found to be near its minimum. This is particularly true when the genuine-user and imposter score distributions are normal. As such, the EER is frequently approximated by TER/2 at τ * [17] and minimization of EER may be treated as minimization of the minimum TER. We shall minimize the empirical TER and observe its impact on the observed EER in this development.
Denote the genuine-user and imposter examples of variables (x, m) by superscripts + and − respectively, it is not difficult to see that the FAR and FRR are merely the averaged counts of decision scores falling within the opposite pattern categories:
where the term 1 g(x) τ (1 g(x)<τ ) corresponds to a '1' whenever g(x) τ (g(x) < τ ), and '0' otherwise.
Solving the Error Counting Problem
To solve the TER problem from (5)- (6) , an approximation to the non-differentiable counting or step function is often adopted. A natural choice to approximate the above step function is the sigmoid function [18] where the minimization problem becomes arg min α TER(α):
where
and (α,
+ are the error counts. There are two problems associated with this approximation. The first problem is that the formulation is nonlinear with respect to the learning parameters. Although an iterative search can be employed for local solutions, different initializations may end up with different local solutions, hence incurring laborious trial and error efforts to select an appropriate setting. The second problem is that the objective function could be ill-conditioned due to the much local plateaus resulting from summing the flat regions of the sigmoid. A lot of search effort may be spent upon making little progress at locally flat regions.
Notice that the power series model is linear with respect to its parameters α. We then seek in this section a deterministic single-step solution from matching of the link-loss functional pair [19, 20] . When we have all inputs normalized within [0, 1], the step functional can be approximated by centering a quadratic functional at the origin. With this idea in mind, the following regularized quadratic TER approximation is proposed:
where η > 0 and (α,
) ∈ R K , the solution for α which minimizes (9) can be written as
where I is an identity matrix of K × K size. The learned α can then be used to predict new test samples in a similar manner as the procedure described in section 2.1.
Remark 1:
Here we see that (10) consists of class-specific normalization of the input covariates, and this result can be considered as a specialized setting of the more generic weight least squares. It is noted that the solution given by (10) is deterministic and single-step without the need of initialization. This is a clear advantage over those conventional formulations such as (7) which require an iterative search.
Face Verification
Visual Face Images
The visual face images used in this study were captured under various illumination and pose conditions using a Bumblebee CCD camera produced by Point Grey Research Inc. (see [6] for details). The resolution of the image used was 320×240 pixels. The top row of Fig. 1 shows some visual image samples for an identity under various illumination and pose conditions. In this work, we adopted the holistic approach using PCA since it is among the most common choices due to it simplicity and effectiveness. To compare similarity between two face images, the Euclidean distance was used for the first 100 eigenvalues [6] . 
Infra-Red Face Images
The Infra-Red face images used in this study were captured using a ThermoVision S65 produced by FLIR Systems Inc. As in the visual face case, the images were captured under varying illumination and pose conditions with the resolution of the image being fixed at 320×240 pixels. The bottom row of Fig. 1 shows some infra-red image samples for the same identity under various conditions. Similar to the visual face, we adopted the holistic approach using PCA for the infra-red face. To compare similarity between two face images, the Euclidean distance was used for the first 100 eigenvalues [6] .
In the following experiments, each data set corresponding to visual face (Face-VS) and infra-red face (Face-IR) verification consists of 96 identities, wherein each identity contains 10 image samples. For training and test purposes, each of these biometric data sets are partitioned into two equal sets consisting of S train and S test , each with 96 × 5 samples. The genuine-user and the imposter matchscores are generated from these two sets by intra-identity and inter-identity matching among the image samples for each biometric. A total of 960 sample match-scores are thus available for the genuine-user class in each training set and test set for each biometric. As for the imposter scores, there are 114000 sample match-scores for the 96 identities. Since both face systems captured multiple images from the same person for each identity, the fusion constitutes a true multi-modal fusion.
Fusion of Face-VS and Face-IR scores
Based on the biometrics data described above, we perform fusion of the visual and infra-red face verification scores in the following experiments. Our main consideration is that ground applications encounter large variation of illumination conditions, and we believe that visual and infra-red images can complement each other. More importantly, these two modalities can be captured simultaneously and in a covert manner in practical scenarios.
In this experiment, we perform fusion experiments by combining the verification decisions from Face-VS and Face-IR where the images were captured simultaneously. Since the Face-VS has poor performance due to large variation of illumination conditions in the database, we shall observe the effects of fusing it with the much higher performed Face-IR. The following summarizes those fusion methods compared in our experiments:
i. Proposed PS-TER and PS-LSE: the proposed PS-TER (Power Series model trained by TER solution given by (10)) and PS-LSE (Power Series model trained by LSE solution given by (3)) are adopted for fusion of the above two face modalities. The power series are experimented with different model orders to observe the stability of test performance. ii. Two simple SUM methods: the simple SUM rule was reported to be among the best fusion methods for multi-biometrics when the inputs are normalized appropriately (see e.g. [21] ). For benchmarking purpose, we include in our experiments two important normalization methods namely the Min-Max and the robust hyperbolic tangent (tanh) method (see e.g. [21] ) to precede the simple SUM rule. iii. SVM adopting different kernels: in addition to the SUM rules, the Support Vector Machines adopting different kernels (polynomial and Radial Basis Function) are also included. This is to cater for nonlinear decision hypersurfaces as well as to benchmark with the well-acclaimed SVM in classification and biometrics fusion (see e.g. [22, 23, 12] ). The SVMs are experimented with different model settings (polynomial order and Gaussian width) to observe the operational performance.
Performance evaluation: the EER shall be adopted as the performance comparison measure in all the forth coming experiments following [24] . There are also two reasons behind this choice of performance criterion: (i) it is a single value index which has a clear indication of high and low performances and this can be advantages to the use of ROC or DET where the curves for different algorithms may cross each other, and (ii) it is somewhat related to our optimization objective (minimization of TER).
Results:
Fig . 2 shows the average test EER performances for various model settings from two-fold validations. For SVM-Poly and PS model trained by LSE and TER, the model order varies for r ∈ [1, 10] . For SVM-Rbf, the kernel width (gamma parameter in [25] ) varies in [0.1,1,...,10,100]. The DET plots for best performed settings of each method from the first-fold are shown in Fig. 3 . The results from Fig. 2(a) show that SVM-Rbf's performance deteriorates with small kernel widths (large gamma values). Both the fusion outputs from the SUM methods generated poorer performance than that from unimodal infra-red face. The above results suggest that fusion of a moderate biometric with a weak one can have deteriorated performance when the fusion classifier is not well tuned. For the experimented data set, the proposed TER method shows good 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed to minimize an error rate formulation for face recognition. Unlike conventional learning and threshold processes to arrive at a decision error count rate, the proposed method directly optimized the error count rate with respect to a power series model design. The identity verification was performed using both visual and infra-red face image cues which constitutes a difficult scenario of fusing a moderately accurate biometric to a weak one. Our experiments show stability of fusion results thereby illustrating useful information gain can still be acquired from a weak biometric in fusion.
